NIETZSCHE´S PHILOSOPHY
According to philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche we
are free to create our own identity. He believed that
everyone was destined to reach ones full potential.
My take of his philosophy is that even if we are
subjected to these circumstances we should strive to
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Nietzsche, with the idea of creating an extension of
your self, improving mental and physical qualities
with help from technology.

JUNG´S PHYCHOLOGY
One psychologist who has recognized Nietzsche i s
work as important for his own is Carl Gustav Jung,
which has an idea of two centers of the personality.
The Ego is the center of consciousness, whereas
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includes the conscious, and the unconscious. He
considered that from every birth every individual
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Jung recognized many dream images as representa"!"
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CONCEPT
A piece about dichotomy between knowledge and fantasy, body
and mind, reality and dream, which are not separate but united
in co-existence. A materialization of the immaterial, intangible
and unconscious realm we call Dreams. In mathematics, variables like x and y are frequently used as an abstraction were
the relation between to components creates something new. 
(sigma) comes from the mathematic and greek alphabet which
means summation.
By capturing dreams through science and technology I can
portray my philosophy by using dreams and fantasy as a material
and method for creating. In an installation with a performance,
dreams are given space to exist outside the sleeping body. By
measuring skin resistance while we sleep, it registers emotions
and psychological arousal associated to our dreams. It is not
a translation but an interpretation of the incoming data, open
to your own understanding and experience of this method of
communication. The idea is to make the unconscious visible,
vivid - outside the body. Dreams tell mysterious stories, which in
some cases are hard to remember or are inexplicable, and which
are ultimately inaccessible to others. After the night has passed
the dream has disappeared into the corners of our mind, and the
following night new dreams are about to commence.
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Identity varies profoundly due to your individual circumstances
and creates a combination of your whole being. You don´t chose
where you are born and what your upbringing will be like, and
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life and being. Although, who are we without those outer layers?
And if we peel off every layer, one by one into the core, what would
be left on the inside?
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MAP OF CONSCIOUS

In an awake state of mind there is a co existence of
your conscious and unconscious, communicating on
different levels to the exterior world. During sleep
when our consciousness is at rest, the unconscious
takes over leaving the constraints of logic thought
behind and entering the realm of dreams. Dreams
are a series of images, ideas, emotion and sensation
that occur involuntarily during sleep.
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THE SKIN

THE SELF
(CONSCIOUS & UNCONCIOUS)

The skin is the largest organ of the human body, with 650 sweat
glands and 1,000 nerve endings per square inch (6.5 cm!). In human creation, the brain and skin are made with the same ectoderm,
which makes the skin an extension of the brain.
Not only is the skin a direct sensor of touch that feeds the brain
information about its surroundings, it also feeds the skin the mental state of the mind. The skin is connected with the sympathetic
nervous system, which is connected to your emotions and psychological arousal. Would it be able to record the emotional state of
dreams during sleep, through a sensor that reads skin conductivity?
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it would communicate in a language and frequency that is up for
interpretation. In this way it would make the unconscious visible
by the language of dreams.

THE SHADOW
By reading the electrical conductance of the skin, an
indication of the psychological state of the unconscious
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The conductance depends on moisture of the skin,
caused by sweat, which is controlled by the sympathetic nervous system. By programming the frequency
it becomes a moving, abstract and changeable image
controlled by dreams.
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THE EGO
(CONSCIOUS)
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THE DREAMCATCHER

Would it be possible to catch dreams?
The Native Americans used to tell
their society of their dreams and they
used dreamcatchers to catch them.
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everything from the web to the feathers. It’s a symbolic object, created for
a purpose. To be able to communicate
the unconscious, you need an extension of it- a device that catches your
dream data. The dreamcatcher is a
suit - a pajama, created for the purpose
 !""$!%
is a format of a clean communication
without the absent consciousness.
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THE ICEBERG
Traditional pictures have 4 corners, as Art
or television screens, and have limited
space and size. By creating a lens (the
Iceberg) and projecting a visualization of
the dreamdata through, it splits the image
into fragments of light and colors, from
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light creates dissolution between art as an
object and art as an experience.
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THE PYJAMAS
THANKS!
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skills, time and engagement this project
couldn’t have reached this far. Thank you
for great discussions and mentoring.
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FABRIC NO. 2

FABRIC NO. 1

INTERIOR LAYERS

EXTERIOR LAYERS

Dreams are read through sensors
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layer (fabric no.1). The data travels
through a conductive thread to
reach a microcontroller (Lilypad),
which sends the frequency (The
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The conductive thread has functionality
as well as aesthetic value, were its embroidered on top of the second layer (fabric
no. 2) leading the dreams into the lilypad,
which sends data to a software program
(Processing) were it’s visualised and later
projected through a glass lens.
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THE PERFORMANCE

The installation is part of a Live Performance, were dreams are
communicating to the exterior with help from the pajama, software programs, a glass lens, programmed visuals and a dreamer.
The context takes part in an exhibition space, where art meets
science and philosophy. The installation communicates to the
audience by seeing the dreamer, and the vivid unconscious
outside the sleeping body.
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